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Compressional and shear wave velocities in the mafic and ultra-mafic rocks that make up Hawaiian
volcanoes and their crustal and upper mantle underpinings have been combined with additional
petrophysical properties to understand the mechanical rationale for the existence and long-term
evolution of subcaldera magma reservoirs in active volcanic centers such as Kilauea and Mauna Loa.
These additional properties include single crystal elastic constants, high temperature elastic moduli,
thermal expansion coefficients, the pressure-dependence of crack and joint closure, and the P-T
dependence of in-situ rock, melt and magma densities. When the data is combined with long-term
geodetic, seismic, geologic and 3-D modelling data, compelling and very durable existence and
evolutionary criteria have been discovered for these magma reservoirs. Regions of neutral buoyancy are
produced by the crossover in the in-situ densities of magmatic fluids and the rocks surrounding
subcaldera magma reservoirs and rift systems. Beneath this region, magma parcels ascend driven by
positive buoyancy forces, whereas above it, they decend under the influence of negative buoyancy.
Within Mauna Loa and Kilauea, the region of neutral buoyancy is coincident with the location of the
subcaldera magma reservoir. Based on laboratory and field measurements of Vp and Vs, the compression
of the rock column beneath these volcanoes is divisable into two fields: an upper field of fracture,
macropore, micropore and mineral compression (0-9 km depth) and a deeper field of mineral
compression only (9 km and deeper). This compression—or contraction—profile, is inherently nonlinear: the upper (non-linear) portion reflecting the greater bulk compressibility of rock
porosity+aqueous fluids, and the lower (linear) portion reflecting aggregate mineral compressibilities.
Velocity-density systematics connect the rock data with the melt and magma data—revealing the in-situ
density crossover in the 2-7 km depth range for both these volcanoes: the region of neutral buoyancy.
The region of neutral buoyancy combined with the contraction profile that induces it thus provides for
the long-term stability (the existence) of subcaldera magma reservoirs and their rift systems. As
Hawaiian volcanoes age and evolve, they carry their contraction profile and region of neutral buoyancy
upward with them. Thus the evolutionary progression from seamount (Loihi) to subaerial immature
shield (Kilauea) to mature volcano (Mauna Loa), is one characterized by the progressive elevation of the
summit reservoir complex and rift zones—a process that leaves beneath a wake of high velocity mafic
and ultramafic rocks within the core region of the shield. For Hawaiian rift systems, the lateral magma
injection process follows the horizon of neutral buoyancy, where countryrock and magma densities are
equal. This is the region of preferred dike formation and of magma residence and mixing with the
accompanying migrating swarms of microseismicity in the 2-4 km depth interval. Beyond Hawaii, the
neutral buoyancy systematics also apply to the Earth’s mid-ocean ridge system, to Icelandic central
volcanoes, and to island arc and contenental arc volcanoes, among others.
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